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Abstract

Web pages usually contain many noisy blocks, such as advertisements, navigation
bar, copyright notice and so on. These noisy blocks can seriously affect web content
mining because contents contained in noise blocks are irrelevant to the main content o f
the web page. Eliminating noisy blocks before performing web content mining is very
important for improving mining accuracy and efficiency.

A few existing approaches

detect noisy blocks with exact same contents, but are weak in detecting near-duplicate
blocks, such as navigation bars.
In this thesis, given a collection o f web pages in a web site, a new system,
WebPageCleaner, which eliminates noisy blocks from these web pages so as to improve
the accuracy and efficiency o f web content mining, is proposed.

WebPageCleaner

detects both noisy blocks with exact same contents as well as those with near-duplicate
contents. It is based on the observation that noisy blocks usually share common contents,
and appear frequently on a given web site. WebPageCleaner consists o f three modules:
block extraction, block importance retrieval, and cleaned files generation. A vision-based
technique is employed for extracting blocks from web pages. Blocks get their importance
degree according to their block features such as block position, and level o f similarity o f
block contents to each other. A collection o f cleaned files with high importance degree
are generated finally and used for web content mining.

The proposed technique is

evaluated using Naive Bayes text classification. Experiments show that WebPageCleaner
is able to lead to a more efficient and accurate web page classification results than
existing approaches.

Keywords
Web page cleaning, Web content mining, Noise block, Text classification, Near-duplicate,
Text similarity
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Web Mining
With the expansion o f the World Wide Web, a lot o f information on merchandise,
education, daily news, and others are coming from the web. Data mining research on
web information is a hot area o f interest nowadays. According to [Etz96], web mining is
the use o f data mining techniques to automatically discover and extract information from
web documents and services.
Due to properties o f the web, such as enormous information size, dynamically
changed content, and diversity, it is very easy to get lost when facing such an information
forest. Web mining research provides automated assistance directing users through with
what they want. Web mining has been widely researched, which covers a wide range o f
areas, including mining to the web data [Cha02] and mining to the web structure
[JAKN03, KLC02]. In [KBOO], the authors survey existing web mining research, and
clarify some ambiguous terms in web mining. The authors o f [MRNL99] claim that three
types o f data are involved on the web: data on the web (content), web structure data, and
web log data (usage). Therefore, they compose the three categories o f web mining as web
content mining, web structure mining, and web usage mining respectively.
Web content mining is used for automatic search o f information resource that is
available online. Web contents include multi-types o f data such as image, audio, video,
text, metadata, hyperlinks and so on. Some o f them are structured data like the data in
tables or database generated data, others are semi-structured data such as HTML
documents, or structured data like text data. The data multiplicity makes data content
mining a more complicated approach than mining on pure text.
Web structure mining tries to discover the link structure o f the hyperlinks o f the
web to generate structure model o f the web page or web site. This model is useful for
categorizing web pages and generating information such as the similarity and relationship
between different web sites.
Web usage mining tries to discover the user navigation patterns while they are
surfing on the web. Unlike web content mining and web structure mining, which use real

1
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and primary data on the web, web usage mining uses secondary web data derived from
the interactions between the users and the web, which includes the data from web server
access logs, user profiles, user sessions, cookies, and so on.
Web mining has a close relationship with information retrieval, information
extraction, machine learning, and databases in that they provide a sound foundation for
web mining.

1.2 Web Page Classification and Categorization
To deal with enormous amounts o f existing and emerging information on the web,
automated organization o f these contents is very necessary.
applications

include

key-word

based

search

engine,

Web page organization
such

as

MSN

Search

(http://search.msn.comA. and taxonomic web page categories, such as Yahoo directory
(http://dir.yahoo.eom/l and Google directory (http://directorv.google.coml.

Key-word

based search engines can return a ranked list o f web pages including all relevant
documents, as well as many non-relevant or uninterested contents. Users still have to go
through a long list o f search results to get their links o f interest.
Web page classification is one o f the essential approaches o f web mining [Rib02,
SCZ+04, SK04]. Web pages, as an important interface for retrieving information, have
become one o f the largest data sets that need automatic methods to handle. Taxonomic
web page categories used in web search is one application o f in web page classification.
In many cases, categorizing web pages into different topics o f classes is often the first
step o f mining the web. For example, to improve correlation o f search results, one o f the
methods is to search upon pre-classified categories, or organize search results.

One

example o f the latter can be seen in [CDOO]. The authors claim that their category-based
interface is superior to the typical ranked list interface o f search results in both accuracy
and search time.

By organizing search results, users are able to focus on items in

categories o f interest rather than have to browse through all the results sequentially.

1.3 Web Page Cleaning
Observing a web page, we can say that it consists o f many blocks. A block is a
semantic part o f the web page, which intends to have its own content, style and function.

2
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For example, the CNN web page 1 shown in Figure 1.1 can be seen as a block aggregate
involving site heading block, navigation bar blocks, main content block, advertisement
blocks, and copyright notice blocks. In this page, only the main content block represents
the essential part that users are mostly interested in. Although other blocks are either
useful in enriching functionality and vision effect o f the page such as the navigation bar,
or necessary for site owners such as the advertisements and copyright notice, they
seriously affect web mining such as web page clustering, classification, and web search.
Therefore, they are regarded as noise blocks.

xm

Lcorn.
~

[ •C O rT V v O U R HOMEPAGE.

CUCKHERE!^
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-w * --

— *
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Figure 1.1: Blocks in CNN web page
Normally, it is easy for a person to differentiate noise blocks from main content
blocks in a page manually, while it is not such an easy task for a machine to do

1http://www.cnn.com
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automatically because syntactically, there is nothing to differentiate contents that belong
to main blocks from contents that belong to noise blocks. However, noise blocks do have
some features that can be identified. First, contents in noise blocks are irrelevant to the
main content in a web page. Second, in a given web site, noise blocks appear frequently
in a collection o f the site web pages. Third, noise blocks share common contents and
look and feel in a web site. Fourth, noise blocks are usually located at the edge o f a web
page. Fifth, noise blocks usually contain many links in their content. For example, two
web pages shown in Figure 1.2 both belong to the Future Shop web site, and they present
two different products. Noise blocks in these two pages have highly similar styles and
contents, such as Future Shop head block, search block, delivery declaration block,
company information block, and advertisement block. All o f these noise blocks have the
features stated above, and appear frequently in the Future Shop web site.

Future Shop Head Block
>*•FUTURESHORca

►
FUTURESHORca
Search
ssotsszszr

Adverh
? Block
R
B

Deliv
Declai ation
Block

Company Info Block

Figure 1.2: Noise blocks in Future Shop web site
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In Figure 1.2, only the centre blocks which introduce products are the contents
that most “people are interested in, and they represent the topics o f the whole page that
differ from others. Noise blocks may incur topic drift, which is the case when user
desired web pages get lower rank than pages that are pointed to by advertisement links in
noise blocks. For instance, in web search area, the number o f backlinks (i.e., citations) o f
a web page is an important factor for ranking pages.

An example is the PageRank

[PBMW98], which is a method for rating web pages when web search is done. It exploits
link structure o f the web to produce ranking o f every page.

Similar to citations in

academic articles, highly linked pages are more important than fewer linked pages.
Therefore, it might be the case that an advertisement web page always gets a high ranking
value, because many web pages have links pointing to that advertisement page. It can be
seen that links to these advertisement pages constitute noise blocks that will disturb web
mining and search, and should be removed. Web page cleaning aims at removing noise
blocks from web pages in order to improve the precision and efficiency o f web mining
and web search.
To remain only important information in documents, some approaches work on
extracting data from documents [Ade98, BLP01, GKNG03], others address removing
noisy data from documents [Jus99]. In this thesis, we discuss the problem o f removing
noisy blocks from web pages. The basic idea o f web page cleaning is first to segment
web pages into a set o f blocks, then, calculate the block importance based on its
frequency o f appearance in these web pages. Then, finally comparing the block weight
with a threshold, to decide if this block is noisy or not. Existing literatures [YLL03,
BR02, LH02] addressing this problem are discussed in Section 2.1.

1.4 Data Cleaning for Data Warehousing
Data cleaning is an important process in data warehouse integration [CGGM03,
Coh98, GFS+01, RDOO], and the process o f web page cleaning has similar situations with
data cleaning at particular points. From the point o f data cleaning, when data are to be
integrated from heterogeneous databases, data cleaning is responsible for processing data
inconsistency, and redundancy phenomena that arose during the integration. In particular,
as an important issue in data cleaning, duplicate elimination [ACG02, SLS02] takes on

5
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the task o f detecting multiple tuples, which describe the same entity in the real world.
From the point o f web page cleaning, the task is to remove noise blocks from the page.
Because o f the frequent appearance feature o f the noise blocks in a given web site, most
o f the noise blocks are duplicated or approximately duplicated. Thus, web page cleaning
can be seen as the process o f removing duplicate blocks from this point.

Since data

cleaning has been widely researched, some o f the effective methods can be borrowed into
web page cleaning, such as the most common sorting and merging [HS95] based
approaches.

1.5 Why Web Page Cleaning
As stated in Section 1.2, web page classification is o f great importance in practice.
As a more general approach that has close relationship to web page classification, text
classification has been well learned from the machine learning techniques. It is very
natural to have the thought o f using text classification techniques to solve the web page
classification problem.

However, due to a large variety o f noisy information in web

pages, web-page classification is much more difficult than pure-text classification. If a
pure-text classification method is directly applied to web pages, it will incur focus loss
and information bias on the main content. Thus, it is critical to pre-process the web pages,
such as extracting main content or removing noise blocks, so that text classification
techniques can be applied to web page classification with more accuracy.

1.6 Thesis Problem and Contributions
Given a collection o f web pages in a web site, the thesis proposes a scheme,
called WebPageCleaner, which deals with the problem o f eliminating noise blocks from
these web pages. It aims at improving the precision and efficiency o f web content mining.
Thesis contributes to the web page cleaning problem as follows:
(1) Employs a vision-based content structure [CYWM03a] for cleaning a large set o f web
pages in a given web site, which has not been used in previous approaches. This method
overcomes the shortcoming o f DOM tree approach by providing a semantic content
structure.

R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

(2) Unlike other approaches, WebPageCleaner uses both content o f a block and other
block features (e.g., block position, percentage o f link texts) for computing block
importance. Our approach detects both blocks with the same contents and near-duplicate
contents as noisy blocks.
(3) Gives an enhanced implementation to the template detection method [BR02] by
providing different page partitions and detecting near-duplicate blocks as well.

1.7 Outline of Thesis
The rest o f the thesis is organized as follows.

Related work including page

segmentation, string similarity, and duplicate elimination are discussed in Chapter 2. In
Chapter 3, thesis presents WebPageCleaner, the proposed technique for web page
cleaning.

Chapter 4 discusses experimental results and performance analysis.

Conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 5.

7
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Chapter 2 RELATED WORKS
Apart from some existing web page cleaning methods [LH02, YLL03, BR02], the
thesis work involves data cleaning for data warehousing [HS95, Her96, EO05], web page
partitioning [CYWM03a], syntactic similarity o f strings or files [ME96, GIJ+01, CL97,
BGM97], and web (text) classifications [FGG97, MN98].

2.1 Web Page Partition and Cleaning
Web page cleaning has close relationships with web page partitioning in that the
partition results directly determine the granularity o f a block that should be kept or
removed. Both large and small block granularity lead to unsatisfactory cleaning results,
in which useful contents may be eliminated (over cleaning) or noise blocks are still kept
(under cleaning). In this section, some existing web page cleaning methods are discussed.
A common feature o f these approaches is that cleaning work is done based on a
predefined page partition scheme.

2.1.1 <TABLE> Tag-based
In [LH02], the authors proposed a method for discovering informative contents
from a set o f web pages o f a web site. Their system, InfoDiscoverer, consists o f the
following five modules:
(1) Extracting Content Blocks from a Page.

A web page is partitioned into

several content blocks according to HTML tag <TABLE> in a page. The authors argue
that many (almost 70%) web sites use <TABLE> tag as a layout to present their pages.
Also, <TABLE> tags are easy and convenient when segmenting an HTML page into
several content blocks.
(2) Extracting Features o f Content Blocks. Features are meaningful keywords
here. Extracting features is done by using the Porter stemming algorithm [Por80], which
is a process for removing the common morphological and inflexional endings from words
in English. For example, the word “listing” will become “list” after stemming, words
like “a”, “an”, “the” will be removed, and so on and so forth.

It is usually a

normalization process to set up an Information Retrieval system.

8
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(3) Calculating Entropy Values o f Features.

Entropy is a basic concept in

information theory, which measures the randomness o f an event. For example, predicting
what the next character is in English text can be seen as a random event. However, there
still exists clues for predicting its randomness, such as character ‘e ’ is very common to
appear in the English text compared with character ‘w \ Therefore, character ‘e ’ will get
a higher entropy value than character ‘w \

Shannon

[Sha48] defines

entropy in terms o f a
n

random event F, with possible n states, which is formulated as:H(F) = ~ ^ j p i log 2 p t ,
1=1

where p t is the probability o f state i in event F. In the case o f measuring the entropy
value o f the feature in the document, the probability o f a feature appearing in documents
is calculated. By normalizing the feature entropy to the range [0,1], the above formula is
n

modified as: 0 < H(Ft) =

wtj log„ wtj < 1, where wy is the probability o f feature Ft

in document D j . For example, suppose we have a page list consisting o f two pages (Di
and D2) with features Fi to F6 appearing in one or more pages. F4 , F5 , and F6 belong to
one block, i.e., D l = {Fi, F2, F3, F6}, D2 = {Fi, F2, (F4, F5, F6)}. The entropy value o f
each feature is calculated as:

H(Ft) = H(F2) = H(F6) =

\ =1
j =1 ^

^

H(F3) = H(F4) = H(FS) = - l l o g 21-0 1 o g 2 0 = 0
(4) Estimating Entropy o f Content Blocks. A content block may contain many
features. Thus, the entropy value o f a content block, H(CB), is the average o f all feature
im p ,)

entropies in the block: H{CBt) = — --------- , where k is the number o f features in block
k
CBj , and Fjis the feature o f CBt . In the above example, suppose F4, F5 , F6 belong to
one block CBi in document D2, then, the entropy o f CBi isH{CBx) =

+*

^ .

(5) Classifying Content Blocks. A greedy approach is employed to dynamically
select the entropy-threshold according to different sites. Based on H(CB), blocks are
partitioned into either informative or redundant: if H(CB) is higher than threshold, or

9
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close to

1

, the content block is redundant because most o f the features in this block

appear in every page; if H(CB) is less than a threshold, the block is informative. The
greedy approach is processed by starting the threshold from 0 to

1 .0

with an interval such

as 0 . 1 , the increase o f the threshold will cause including more features since more blocks
are included. If increasing threshold does not include any more features, the threshold is
obtained at this point.
The InfoDiscoverer system can be used as the preprocessor o f Information
Retrieval and Information Extraction systems since it can successfully increase the
precision o f retrieval by reducing the size o f index. Under a prior assumption that the
page clusters have been learned, the greedy approach is feasible for finding the optimal
threshold o f block entropy for different web sites with different templates. However,
their method is restricted to tabular (with <TABLE> tags) web pages, especially for the
news web site in which most blocks are collections o f words.

2.1.2 DOM-based
A Style Tree structure is proposed in [YLL03] to capture the layout and contents
o f the pages in a given web site. Based on the Style Tree, the entropy value for each
element node in the tree is evaluated to get its importance degree, thus, the unimportant
elements (noises) are eliminated.
The Style Tree (ST) is built on the basis o f the DOM 2 (Document Object Model)
tree, which provides an interface representing the structure o f an HTML or XML
document. Considering that the DOM tree can only represent a single HTML page, to
get the overall presentation o f a web site or a set o f pages, the DOM trees are combined
to build a Style Tree. For example, the Style Tree in Figure 2.1 (cited from [YLL03]) is
the combination o f the DOM tree di and 6.2.
The basic idea o f building a Style Tree is to combine the common tags, and count
their numbers o f occurrence, while leaving the distinguishing tags as they are.

For

example, the <BODY> and <TABLE>-<IMG>-<TABLE> tags both exist in di and d2 ,
so their count number is 2 in the Style Tree. The sequences o f tags in the lowest layer are
different in di and d2 , which are P-IMG-P-A and P-BR-P respectively, so they are set in

2 http://www.w3c.org/DOM/
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the Style Tree separately. With the Style Tree, the common and distinguishable parts for
a set o f pages are clear to be seen.

X h a c o ta F i
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w*lJb=8(X>

bgt<jloF=rai

TA B LE] [IMG

TABLE I I tMG
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widt}l=SljD
l« a g h *=200

Figure 2.1: Building the style tree
(cited from [YLL03])
The node importance is determined by its entropy value, which is similar with the
method introduced in Section 2.1.1.

If the importance o f the node itself and all its

descendants is less than a specified threshold, then this node is noisy. The threshold is
determined through experiments. For each web site, clean a small number o f pages using
a number o f threshold values, then, select the threshold which leads to the best cleaned
pages from observation as the final threshold for this web site.
Their web page cleaning technique greatly improves the results o f two web
mining tasks, web page clustering and classification. However, the process o f building a
Style Tree is complex for large number o f web sites, because they need to analyze every
single DOM node when building the Style Tree.
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2.1.3 Hyperlink-based
Bar-Yossef et al. [BR02] proposed a template detection technique.

Here, the

template is defined as a pre-prepared master HTML shell page that is used as a basis for
composing new web pages in a web site.

Templates broadly exist in professionally

designed web sites. Since pages sharing a template also share a large number o f common
links, it makes sense that the main function o f the template is that o f aiding navigation.
Thus, templates are the harmful issues in web mining.
The other important keyword in this paper is pagelet. Pagelet is a self-contained
logical region within a page that has a well defined topic or functionality, such as
advertisement banners, and news headlines. The authors claim that pagelets are the more
appropriate unit than pages for information retrieval since they are more structurally
cohesive. A syntactic definition o f pagelet is given as follows. An HTML element in the
parse tree o f a page p is a pagelet if ( 1 ) none o f its children contains at least k hyperlinks;
and (2) none o f its ancestor elements is a pagelet. In their implementation, k is chosen as
3. So the basic idea is that when an HTML element contains at least 3 links (when k=3),
it is likely to represent some independent topic; otherwise, it is likely to be topically
integrated in its parent.
After partitioning HTML document into pagelets, they can be used to detect a
template. Pagelets with the same shingle are considered as a template, and should be
deleted. A shingle is a text fingerprint, but it is invariant under small updates to text.
Shingling technique is proposed in [BGM97] that will be further introduced in Section
2.2. The-partition results are finally stored in the database as relations:
PAGELETS (page key, pagelet_serial, pageletshingle)
Thus, cleaning process involves simply sorting and grouping the PAGELETS
according to pagelet shingle. Each such group represents a template.
The link-based partition technique is simple and feasible for a set o f pages from
different web sites.

However, the partition results totally depend on a pre-defined

number o f links regardless o f the actual layout styles o f each web site. This will make
the pagelets non-content cohesive o f themselves, and consequently result in under
cleaning or over cleaning phenomenon. Furthermore, it can only detect exact duplicates
because it will remove any pagelets with the same shingle value.
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2.1.4 Vision-based
- A VIsion-based Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm is proposed in [CYWM03a,
CYWM03b].

It simulates using human visual perceptions in understanding the web

layout structure for the purpose o f dividing an HTML page into several semantic blocks.
People usually view a web page as several parts at a glance without even knowing its
contents. The reason is due to human perception enhanced by spatial and visual cues.
For example, users always unconsciously assume that the area with the same font and
background represents a semantic part (visual cues), and the main contents appear at the
centre o f a page (spatial cues), etc.
A vision-based content structure will be generated by combining the DOM
structure and the visual cues. The algorithm consists o f three steps: block extraction,
separator detection and content structure construction. Basically, a web page is processed
through all these three steps firstly, and gets a coarse hierarchical structure consisting o f
several content blocks. Then, for each block, applying the same process recursively to
get smaller blocks, until the Degree o f Coherence (DoC) value for final blocks are greater
than a pre-defined DoC (PDoC) value. The DoC value (ranging from 1 to 10) is defined
to measure how coherent the content o f a block is. The content within the block is more
consistent with higher DoC value. The details o f the block extraction step are described
below.
In general, each node in DOM tree can be seen as a visual block. However, some
nodes such as table tag <TABLE> or paragraph tag <P> are too general for representing a
consistent block, and need to be further divided. The rules for dividing a DOM tree node
or not are based on the properties o f the DOM node itself and its children. The properties
are obtained according to some important cues, including tag cue, color cue, text cue, and
size cue. For example, tags such as <HR> (places a horizontal line across the screen) are
often used to separate different topics, and are preferred to be divided. If the background
o f a DOM node is different from its children, it is divided. If most o f the children o f a
DOM node are text nodes, it is not divided, and so on. Specifically, the heuristic rules
are made based on these cues. According to the rules, we can judge if a DOM node
should be divided. Some o f the rules are listed below; we will use an example to explain
it.
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Rule 1: If the DOM node is not a text node and it has no valid children,
then this node cannot be divided and will be cut.
Rule 2: If the DOM node has only one valid child and the child is not a
text node, then divide this node.
Rule 3: If the DOM node is the root node of the sub-DOM tree
(corresponding to the block), and there is only one sub DOM tree
corresponding to this block, divide this node.

Rule 8: If the background color of this node is different from one of its
children’s, divide this node, and the child node with different background color
will not be divided in this round. Set the DoC value (6-8) for the child node
based on its html tag.

Rule 11: If previous sibling node has not been divided, do not divide
this node.

For example, Figure 2.2 (cited from [CYWM03a]) shows a fragment o f HTML
page with its corresponding DOM tree. The above rules are used to divide this DOM tree.
When the <TABLE> node is met, since it only has one child node <TR>, according to
rule 2, it can be traced into <TR> node. The <TR> node has five children and three o f
them are valid.

For the first <TD> child, its background color is different from its

parent’s background color, so the <TR> node is divided according to rule 8 . The first
<TD> node is not divided in this round and it is put into the pool as a split block, thus
creating the block VB2_1. The second and the fourth <TD> nodes are not valid, so they
are cut. Since the first, the third and the fifth <TD> nodes are siblings, according to rule
11, they are not further divided in this round, and are put into the pool. Finally, three
blocks VB2_1, VB2_2, and VB2_3 are obtained in this round.
Each extracted block will be checked to see whether it meets the granularity
requirement. That is, if the DoC value o f a block is greater than a pre-defined PDoC
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value, then, this block is ready for output; otherwise, the above process will be
recursively done until it satisfies the PDoC requirement.
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Figure 2.2: Block extraction o f an HTML page
(cited from [CYWM03a])
The second (separator detection) and the third (content structure construction)
steps are used to generate a hierarchy structure o f semantic blocks.

After extracting

blocks from the first step, horizontal or vertical lines are inserted between blocks to
separate them, and each separator gets a weight based on some visual cues. The weight is
used to identify the coherence between the neighboring blocks.

Then, the content

structure construction step works for merging blocks with light weight to generate higher
level blocks. A semantic content tree will be generated finally. All contents in the leaf
nodes consist o f a full content o f the whole web page. This thesis is more concerned with
blocks extracted in the first step rather than a hierarchy structure.
The VIPS algorithm has been used in web information retrieval, WWW image
search, and learning block importance on a single page [SLWM04]. It has not been used
in web page cleaning for a collection o f web pages. Obviously, the content structure it
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generated is a more aggregate one than DOM, and it overcomes the disadvantage o f
DOM structure in that each o f its nodes represents a semantic content. Also, it is efficient
since it just traced down the DOM tree, and does not need to analyze each node in DOM
tree. In web page cleaning, we expect to have blocks with appropriate size and that are
content coherent. Therefore, the VIPS algorithm can provide an ideal page segmentation
technique for web page cleaning.

2.2 Strings and Files Similarity Detection
Since we intend to consider that noise blocks share common contents, it is
necessary to use string or file similarity techniques to detect this kind o f similarity in
content. In this section, some string matching techniques will be introduced first, then, a
shingling technique for finding files similarity is described.

2.2.1 The Basic Field Matching Algorithm
The basic idea o f field matching is described in [ME96]. “A simple definition o f
the degree to which two fields match is the number o f their matching atomic strings
divided by their average number o f atomic strings”. In the basic algorithm, two atomic
strings match if they are the same string or if one is a prefix o f the other.

The

implementation o f the algorithm is straightforward. First, extract atomic strings from
fields. Second, sort atomic strings in each field. Third, search each atomic string o f one
field in the other field’s strings. Then, record the number o f matched atomic strings.
Last, substitute recorded values into the formula: k / ((|A| + |B|) / 2), where k is the
number o f matched strings, A and B are fields to be compared. For example, consider
the following fields:
A = “Comput. Sci. & Eng. Dept., University o f Windsor, ON”
B = “Department o f Computer Science, Univ. Windsor, Ontario”
Before matching the two fields, stop words in the set {and in for the o f on & - /}
are first removed. After that, k (=5) strings in the first field match some strings in the
second field, they are: “Comput”, “Sci”, “Univ”, “Windsor”, “ON”. The number o f
atomic strings in field A and B is 7 and 6 , respectively. Therefore, the overall matching
score is:
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k / ((|A| + |B|) / 2 ) = 5 / ((7 + 6 ) / 2) = 0.77
In an integrated cleaning process, this matching score (or edit distance) is
supposed to be compared with a threshold, which is a value given by people according to
some user observations or experiment results. Strings with greater distance scores than
the threshold will be picked as matched fields. The basic field matching algorithm is
very easy to understand and to use, but it does not take into account abbreviations which
are not prefixes.

2.2.2 Edit Distance among the Q-grams
Edit distance is a basic notion used in comparisons o f string similarity. The general
definition o f edit distance is given in [GIJ+01]: the edit distance between two strings is
the minimum number o f edit operations (i.e., insertions, deletions, and substitutions) o f
single characters needed to transform the first string into the second. The edit distance
function described in [CGGM03] is that the edit distance between two strings si and S2 is
the minimum number o f character edit operations required to transform si into S2 ,
normalized by the maximum o f the length o f si and S2 . For example, the edit distance
between two strings “company” and “corporation” is 7 /1 1 = 0.64. Because we need at
least seven steps to transform “company” into “corporation” by substituting ‘r’ for ‘m ’,
inserting ‘o ’, ‘r’, ‘t’, ‘i’, ‘o ’ and deleting ‘y ’, and the maximum length o f two strings is
the length o f “corporation”, which is

1 1

.

Q-grams, which are the short substrings o f length q, can be used to make edit distance
calculation more efficient. For example, suppose q=3, the 3-gram set o f “address” is
{add, ddr, dre, res, ess}. The core o f the method that uses edit distance among q-grams
relies on matching q-grams (short substrings o f length q) o f pair o f strings, and applies
them to possible edit distance functions to measure their similarity.

In the case o f

comparing strings from attributes o f two databases, cross product o f two tables is
required. Then, the computations o f edit distance are applied to every record in the cross
product. This is a very expensive operation. Therefore, to find a compromise between
the computation time requirement and the correctness o f the results is always a challenge
in approximate string matching field. Many approaches are seeking a better solution to
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improve the matching efficiency.

The authors take into account token weights in

[CGGM03] so that only tokens with high weights, instead o f all q-grams, are involved in
the computation o f edit distance. We will illustrate token weights in the next section.

2.2.3 Cosine Similarity Metric with IDF Weighting
The cosine similarity metric was proposed by Cohen in [CL97] based on the
consideration that the most expensive cost in string matching is spent on the computation
o f the dot product between a query vector and a large instance vectors in a database.
Among all these dot products, we are interested mainly in instance vectors that have high
dot products. So, the computation o f all dot products is a waste. The authors present an
algorithm based on a random sampling method, which avoids explicitly computing all dot
products.
In [GIKS03], the authors perform textual matching via the cosine similarity
metric, which is formalized as:
sim(vn ,vt2) =

vn 0 >

, 2

O')

, where v„,v , 2 are normalized weight vectors o f two tuples ti in relation Ri and t2 in
relation R2 , and D is the set o f all tokens in Ri and R2 .
Two terms o f weight are commonly used: term frequency (tf) and document
frequency. Term frequency indicates that words that repeat multiple times in a document
are important. Document frequency means that words that appear in many documents are
common and are not important for document.

This is usually assigned by Inverse

Document Frequency (IDF) weights, which has been successfully exploited in
information retrieval community [SinOl]. It is intuitive that the more important tokens
two vectors share, the more similar they are. For example, “CIBC Bank” and “TD Bank”
will have lower similarity as they share a common token “Bank”, which has low weight
as it frequently appears in many different tuples. While “CIBC” and “CIBC Bank” will
have high similarity, since “CIBC” turns out to have high weight. To get tuple pairs with
high similarity, we are concerned only with those that have high values ofvn (y')v, 2 (y ).
Intuitively, either vn ( j) or vl2( j ) should have high value.

This means that we can

effectively ignore tokens o f low weights.
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2.2.4 Document Similarity
Document similarity detection has become increasingly important with the
expansion o f the web.

The applications include searching documents online, copy

detection, duplicate mirror site detection, and so on.

In many cases, documents are

approximately duplicated, such as the plagiarism documents. In [BGM97], resemblance
is used to measure roughly the same documents.

To compute resemblance, each

document is viewed as a sequence o f words by removing all formatting, HTML tags, and
capitalization. Then, each document is associated with a set o f subsequence o f words. A
continuous subsequence contained in D is called a shingle. Given a document D, its wshingling S(D, w) is defined as a set o f all unique shingles o f size w contained in D. For
example, the 2-shingling o f “no pain, no gain” is {(no, pain), (pain, no), (no, gain)}. For
a pre-defined shingle size, the resemblance o f two documents A and B is defined as:

W )nW l
|S M ) u S ( 5 ) |
For instance, given A = “no pain, no gain” and B = “no pain means no gain”,
assume the single size is 2, the 2-shingling o f B is {(no, pain), (pain, means), (means, no),
(no, gain)}, thus, r(A, B) = 2/5 = 0.4. The resemblance is a number ranges from 0 to 1.
The closer it is to 1, the more similar two documents are.
Each shingle is mapped to a number, called fingerprint, which is calculated by
Rabin’s fingerprint technique [Rab81].

Fingerprints are short tags for larger objects

[Bro93]. The relationship between an object and its fingerprints follows two rules: (1) If
two objects are equal, their fingerprints are also equal. (2) If two objects are not equal,
the probability that they get the same fingerprints is very small.

Rabin fingerprint

technique considers an m-bit string as degree-m polynomials over Z2 .

Suppose

A=aia 2 ...am is a binary string, it can be associated with a polynomial A(t) o f degree m-1
with coefficients in Z2 .

Therefore, A(t) =

binary string “ 1 1 0 1 ” can be represented asl x

+ a2t m'2 +... + am.
2 3 + 1

x

2 2

For example, the

+ 0 x 2 1 + 1 x 2 °.

The fingerprints o f A is defined as f ( A ) = A (t)m o d P (t), where P(t) is an
irreducible polynomial o f degree k over Z2 .

The irreducible polynomial cannot be

factored into nontrivial polynomials over the same field. For example, over the field o f
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rational numbers,

P(jc) = x 1 - 4 = (x - 2)(x + 2) is

reducible,

but

P(x) = 1 + x is

irreducible. It is helpful to compare irreducible polynomials to prime numbers, which are
irreducible integers.
The implementation o f Rabin’s fingerprint is efficient, and can be computed in
linear time. We can compute f ( a x,...,am+x) f r o m f ( a x,...,am) . l f
f ( a x,...,am) = (axtm~l + a 2tm~2 + ... + am)m odP(t) = rxt kA + r2t k~2 +... + rt
then
f ( a „...,am+i) = ( f ( a x,...,am)t + am+i) mod P{t) = r2t kA+ r / ' 2 +... + rkt + am+x + { r / ) m o d P ( t )
This consists o f one shift left operation to f ( a x,...,am) , where amis input as the
least significant bit, and one xor (exclusive or) operation to P with the leading coefficient
removed. The xor operation is conditional upon rx = 1.
For example, suppose A is a binary string “1001”, and P is a prime number 0111
(number 7). If we know that the fingerprint o f A, f(A)=f(1001) = (1001) mod (0111) =
0010, then, the fingerprint o f B “10011” can be easily computed from f(A). By a shift
left operation to f(A), and the least significant digit o f B ‘1’ as input, we got 0101, which
is the final result o f f(B).
Fingerprints can be viewed as a hash value o f the document for efficiently
identifying different objects. Using fingerprints, we can make fast calculation, also it will
bring low collision rate for the hash value.
To estimate the resemblance efficiently, each document D keeps a sketch, which
consists o f a set o f shingles. Suppose the shingle size is w, we can use the “modulus”
method for reducing the number o f singles, while keeping an unbiased estimate o f the
resemblance o f two documents. The method is to hash all shingles o f size w to a set o f
numbers, let U be a set o f numbers, MODm(U ) be the set o f elements o f U that are 0 mod
m, and /: U->U be a permutation chosen uniformly and randomly from U, define
V(A) = MODm( / (S(v4))). Then, the value I
n
1js ^ unbiased estimate o f the
"
|F C 4 )u F (R )|
resemblance o f document A and B.
In [BGM97], the authors set the shingle size w to 10.

They first remove all

HTML formatting and convert all words to lowercase. Getting shingle values based on
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Rabin fingerprints [Rab81] function is the next step. Then, selecting the value o f m to be
25, and using the modulus method to get the sketch o f the document. After calculating
the sketches for each document, it compares the sketches for each pair o f documents to
see if they exceed a threshold o f resemblance. Finally, it combines the pairs o f similar
documents. However, comparisons between each pair o f sketches is impractical since
there may exist hundreds o f thousands o f documents for processing. Therefore, a “divide,
compute, merge” method is used.

The data are divided into pieces, computation

performed on each piece, and the results are merged.

2.3 Duplicate Elimination for Data Warehousing
After extracting web page blocks, and storing them as a flat database format, we
can borrow some ideas from duplicate elimination for data warehousing.

Duplicate

elimination is also known as merge/purge problem [HS95]. It is an important issue in
data cleaning that takes on the task o f detecting multiple tuples, which describe the same
entity in the real world [BD83, HS95, ME97]. Approximate string matching methods
discussed in previous section are employed in most duplicate elimination approaches as a
necessary- part o f solutions.

Besides, most duplicate elimination implementations

emphasize on reducing the number o f comparisons between pairwise records so that the
expensive string matching computation could be avoided. The common method under
this motivation is the sorting and merging based approaches. This was first proposed in
[BD83], and was further developed in [HS95, Her96, ME97].
This section reviews several primary approaches in literature that are used to
eliminate duplications in data warehouses.

Start with the naive method, an in-depth

discussion o f sorting and merging based methods are also given.

2.3.1 NaVve Method
Given one or more data sources, to get their integrated and consistent data
warehouse requires eliminating data quality problems. One such data quality problem is
duplicate elimination, which can be described with a plain mean: first, join records to get
their Cartesian product which will take a quadratic time process [HS95], and thus
produces a dirty database.

Second, sort the database to bring all duplicated records
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together. Third, compare every record with every other record to detect duplicates. This
is a reliable but infeasible way when the number o f records is large, which is always the
truth for sure. Therefore, many approaches devote to improving the naive method for
decreasing the execution time, as well as increasing the number o f correct duplicate
results.

2.3.2 Sorting and Merging Based
Most duplicate elimination methods are actually an extension o f the naive
method, which are based on sorting and merging. The early approach was brought by
[BD83], in which the authors utilize the intuition that duplicated records will come
together after sorting. In the rest o f this section, we will introduce Sorted Neighborhood
Method (SNM), and its two alternative algorithms [HS95]. Also, we will put emphasis
on the Duplicate Elimination Sorted-Neighborhood Method (DE-SNM) [Her96], which is
an improvement o f SNM. A token-based technology [EO05] will also be illustrated.

2.3.2.1 Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM)
[HS95] proposed a Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM) to obtain efficient
execution.

The records are first sorted over the chosen important key, then, the

comparison o f records is brought to a close neighborhood. The SNM can therefore be
summarized in three phases: create keys, sort data and merge. The merge is applied by
limiting the pairwise comparisons in the fixed size window. The key chosen is a crucial
step here, which determines the accuracy o f the results. For example, record 1 and 2 in
the Table 2.1-1 are duplicated, if we choose the Address field as the key to sort the
database, then these two records will be very far apart after sorting. Because one starts
with alphabet “Apt”, while the other starts with numeric string “3-1131”. If we choose
PID field as the key, the chance o f record 1 and 2 being brought closer will be much
higher.
Record

Name

PID

Age

Address

1

Mary Hong Liu

11012908

23

A pt-3,1131 Box Ave, Windsor, ON

2

Liu Mary Hong

11012908

23

3-1131 Box Ave. Windsor, ON

Table 2.1-1: Duplicate records in a database.
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Two alternative algorithms are proposed based on SNM in [HS95]. One is based
upon clustering. It first maps the records into n-dimensional clusters using an n-attribute
key extracted from the record, then applies SNM independently on each cluster. This
takes lessjim e than using SNM alone since records are partitioned into small clusters. It
brings negative effect o f decreasing the accuracy o f results in that two duplicated records
may be mapped in two different clusters.
The other SNM-based method is the multi-pass approach. This strategy executes
several independent runs o f the SNM, each time using a different key and a relatively
small window. The results are the union o f all pairs o f each running and inferred ones by
applying the transitive closure (i.e., if A and B are duplicate pair, B and C are also
duplicate, then A and C are duplicate). The multi-pass approach drastically increases the
number o f correct duplicated results. However, the side effect is that the number o f false
duplicated results is also increased because transitive closure will propagate the errors.

2.3.2.2 Duplicate Elimination Sorted-Neighborhood Method (DE-SNM)
Duplicate Elimination Sorted-Neighborhood Method (DE-SNM) proposed in
[Her96] is an improvement o f the SNM method in [HS95]. Given two or more databases,
DE-SNM method concatenates them into one sequential list at first. Then it goes through
the following steps:
1. Create keys: extracting fields or portions o f fields as a key for each record.
2. Sort data and eliminate duplicates: sort and merge the data in the list using the key
created in step 1 , separating the sorted output into two lists: “duplicates list” and “no
duplicate list”. In the “duplicate list”, put all records for which duplicate keys are
detected. In the “no-duplicate list”, put all other records that do not share any key
with others, i.e. records with a unique key.
3. Sort the duplicate list: in step 2, the “duplicate list” is generated incrementally, it may
not be done in order. Therefore, we need to sort it using the key to get a sequential
list of duplicate records.
4. First window scan: to limit the comparisons o f records, move a “small” window
through the list o f duplicate records, suppose the size o f the “small” window is k,
move downward the window over the duplicate list to let a new record enter the
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window and to let the first record in the window slide out o f the window each time.
The new record entering the window is compared with the previous k-1 records in the
window to find matching records. If the key o f the new record is not matched with
the keys o f all the other records in the window, appending this new record to the
“returned list” o f records, then, move the window k- 1 positions, making the new
record the first one in the window. Also append to the “returned list” the record that
was matched the most (at least once) with other records with the key. This kind o f
record is the “prime representative” o f its key that will be used in later steps.
5. Merge: merge the “returned list” o f records got in step 4 with the records in the “no
duplicate list”.

Add an extra bit field to identify where a record comes from:

“returned list” or “no-duplicate list”.
6

. Second window scan: move a fixed sized (e.g. size w) window through the list
produced in step 5. Similar to the first window scan, every new record that enters the
window is compared with the previous w-1 records to find matching records. If the
new record comes from the “returned list”, then it is compared only with records that
come from “no-duplicated list”. The reason is that those records in the “returned list”
were compared during step 4 in the first window scan, and were found to be “non
matching”. On the other hand, if the new record comes from the “no-duplicate list”,
it should be compared with all the previous w - 1 records in the window.
To understand the previous steps, let us walk through an example. Suppose a data

table shown in Table 2.1-2 is to be cleaned. Suppose the “name” attribute is selected as
the sort key. After the second step, the data table in Table 2.1-1 is divided into two
tables.

One contains duplicate records; the other contains all other records (i.e. no

duplicate records). In this case, tuples set {002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009}
should be in the first table (duplicate table), while tuples {0 0 1 ,

0 1 0

} are in the second

table (no-duplicate table). After the first window scan (step 4), suppose an ideal string
matching algorithm is used, pairs {002, 003}, {004, 005}, {004, 006}, {007, 008}, {007,
009} will be found as matched and are supposed to be merged. The “returned list” will
be generated at the same time, append representative o f each key in the “duplicate list” to
it. In this case, it would be tuples {002, 004, 007}. Next comes step 5, by merging the
“returned list” and “no-duplicate table”, we can get table containing tuples {0 0 1 ,

0 0 2

,
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004, 007, 010} (Table 2.1-3).

Here, in the field “ComesFrom”, ‘O’ represents “no

duplicate table”, and ‘ 1’ means “returned list”. Next, the second window scan (step 6 ) is
applied to the table shown in Table 2.1-3. Based on rule o f step 6 , tuples 001, 010 are
supposedJo be compared with tuples 002, 004, 007 respectively. As the result, pairs
{001, 004} and {002, 010} are matched and merged. The final table after cleaning would
be the tuples {001, 002,007}.

ID

N am e

001

Hemandes, M

0 0 2

Hernandez, A

003

Hernandez, A

004

Hernandez, M

005

Hernandez, M

006

Hernandez, M

007

Hemdat, F.

008

Hemdat, F.

009

Hemdat, F.

0 1 0

Hemsndez, A
Table 2.1-2: Table with unclean data

ID

ComesFrom

Name

0 0 1

Hemandes, M

0

0 0 2

Hernandez, A

1

004

Hernandez, M

1

007

Hemdat, F.

1

0 1 0

Hemsndez, A

0

Table 2.1-3: Table after merging
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2.3.2.3 A Token-Based Data Cleaning Technique (TB Cleaner)
A token-based data cleaning algorithm, TB Cleaner, was proposed in [OE03,
EO05].

It pre-processes records before sorting and merging them.

Pre-processing

method refers to the operations such as data type checks, format standardization, data
fields tokenization, and inconsistent abbreviations resolution etc. [LLLK99].

It

effectively increases the chances o f finding duplicate records.
The algorithm consists o f four steps listed below:
1. Selection and ranking o f fields: selecting and ranking two or three fields that typically
represent an entity.

For example, in a banking application, we can pick “Birth”,

“Name”, and “Address” as ordered selected fields.
2. Extraction and formation o f tokens: a divisible element is decomposed into several
tokens. These tokens are then recomposed in a desired order for the element. For
example, a date format “15-0ct-2004” is decomposed into three tokens: “19”, “Oct”,
and “2004”.

The final token sorted in ascending order is “041015”.

Detailed

decomposition and recomposition rules are given for numeric, alphabetic, and
alphanumeric tokens.
3. Sorting o f tokens: tokens obtained in step 2 are sorted on the selected and ranked
fields given in step 1 separately. Each sorting result may obtain different neighbor
records. These duplicate detection results are eventually combined to give the final
results.
4. Duplicate detection, elimination and generation o f warehouse identification (WID):
the WID is generated from the first record in the duplicate set obtained in step 3 by
concatenating the most important tokens used in sorting the table o f tokens, which are
obtained from steps 1 and 2. For example, suppose we select Date and Name as the
two most important tokens in an application, and suppose there is one record with the
date “15-Oct-1999” and the name “Tom Smith”, we can get token “101599” for the
date and token “ST” for the name. Therefore, the final WID is “101599ST”. This
new WID will replace the old WID as the warehouse identification in a duplicate-free
and cleaned table.
The contribution o f TB Cleaner is that it drastically lowers the dependency o f data
cleaning on match “threshold” choice. It first defines smart tokens composed from most
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important fields o f records, which are used for identifying duplicate records.

The

experimental results show that token-based technique achieves better result than recordbased technique, and a high recall is achieved by using TB Cleaner.

2.4 Document Classification
The rapid growth o f online document has made document classification a very
important task in Information Retrieval and text mining [LG94]. Document classification
provides an efficient manner for searching and browsing by organizing large bodies o f
text. For example, a user study conducted by Chen et al. [CDOO] shows that searching in
a topic-grouped class is more efficient than searching in documents that may contain all
kinds o f topics.
Given a predefined set o f categories and a set o f documents, the task o f document
classification is that o f assigning the most likely category to each given document based
on its contents. The state o f the art text classification methods include Naive Bayes (NB)
[LIT92, FGG97, MN98], k-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) [YLY03], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [CV95, Joa98], etc.
In this thesis, we will evaluate our web page cleaning results with Naive Bayes
text classification method, which is one o f the most popular approaches for solving text
classification tasks.

2.4.1 NaYve Bayes Text Classification
Naive Bayes text classification applies Bayesian theorem on text classification
task. Despite its simplicity, Naive Bayes classifier has been proved to perform document
classification very well by many approaches [FGG97, MN98].
The simplicity o f Naive Bayes Classifier comes from the independent assumption
that all words in the documents are independent o f each other, and the lengths o f
documents are independent o f document class. The property o f independent is that if
event A and B are independent, then P(A, B) = P(A)P(B). Suppose we have a document
D, which consists o f a set o f unique words wi through wn, then, the probability o f a
document D, given a class C, is p (D | C) = p (w ],w 2,...wn \ C) . Since we have assumed
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that all words are independent o f each other, so p (w x,w 2,...wn | C) = TQp ( w i | C ). That
/=i
is ,jp(JD |C ) = n ^ ( w , | C ) .
1=1

However, the problem o f text classification is that o f finding the probability o f
categories given a document, i.e., p (C | D ) . According to Bayes Rule,

p(D )

P(D) j

Assume there are two classes, C and -,C (complement o f C),

p(C) + p(^C) = 1.

Then,

p iP )

r

H C)

(2 )

P(D) V
Dividing equation (1) by (2) to remove P(D) will give:
p {C \D )
P(—*C ID )

p(C ) n

pjW; | C)

p (-,C ) V p f r , | —iC)

By taking logarithm o f equation (3) and the fact that p (C \ D) = 1 - p (-iC | D ) , it
gives that:

ln p(C|Z» =ln^ ( £ L + y l n ^ I O
\-P (C \D )
After some arithmetic

i-p (C )

^

(4)

p ( w ,h q

transitions, ourprobability o f interest p(C|D) can be

calculated as:
exp(ln ^ C> + V ln -Ptvf. I O )
> -P (C ) V
M h C )'
l-^ c )

^

P ^ A -^ cy

, where p(C) and p(wi|C) are learned from a set o f training data.
Naive Bayes classifiergreatly simplifies the learning process because o f the
independence assumption. And this advantageis highlighted especially when there are
large numbers o f attributes in the model, i.e., in a document classification task where
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attributes correspond to words, and the numbers o f attributes (words) are usually very
large.

2.4.2 Web Page Classification
Web page classification provides categorized information for effective web search
and user navigation.

From the first sight, web pages can be classified by applying

document classification techniques directly. However, web pages often contain noisy
contents such as advertisement blocks, navigation bars, etc, especially in those
commercial web sites. When the above Naive Bayes text classification method is directly
applied to web page documents, words that typically belong to noisy contents will impose
bias on the main content o f the web page. Thus, a preprocess step that removes noisy
contents from the web pages is beneficial to web page classification.
Although some work has been done on web page cleaning, as introduced in
Section 2.1, few o f them evaluate the effectiveness o f their cleaning on web page
classification. In this thesis, in addition to contribution to web page cleaning discussed in
Section 1.6 , where noisy blocks are removed from the web pages, thesis algorithm also
directly forwards the cleaned results to a pure text classification method. This will give
tangible .evidence that the proposed web page cleaning method greatly improves the
accuracy o f web page classification.
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Chapter 3 PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR WEB PAGE
CLEANING
This chapter gives details o f the proposed technique for web page cleaning, which
is named WebPageCleaner. The problem o f eliminating noise blocks (e.g. navigation bar,
advertisements, etc) from the web pages o f a given web site is addressed. The aim is to
improve the web content mining (typically for web page classification in this thesis)
results through WebPageCleaner. Thesis claim is that dealing with web pages from one
web site is much more efficient than directly processing a mixed collection o f web pages
from many web sites, because the presentation style in one web site is strongly
represented in its own collection and more easily captured. After cleaning pages in each
web site, cleaned files o f different web sites can simply be merged.
Given a set o f web pages from a web site, the whole cleaning work consists o f
three modules:
(1) Block Extraction. It is used to segment each web page to be cleaned, and to extract
the contents and other features o f blocks for storing them in the database for further
analysis.
(2) Block Importance Retrieval.

In this step, blocks get their importance degrees

according to the similarity o f contents, position on the web page, and percentage o f their
link texts.
(3) Cleaned Files Generation. The blocks with high importance degrees on each web
page are grouped into files, and made ready to be used for web content mining. Each
module is-described below. The process can be depicted as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Block
Extraction

Web Pages from
One Web Site

Extract contents and
features from each
block

Datesets
contain all
extracted
blocks

Block
Importance
Retrieval

Web Content
Mining
Exporting blocks
with high importance
degrees
Cleaned Files for
Web Mining

Assign importance
degree according to
contents and features
of each block___
Datasets with
Importance
Degree for
each block

Cleaned
Files
Generation

Figure 3.1: Overall process o f cleaning web pages

The proposed scheme is evaluated with web page classification.

The

experimental results show that the classification using cleaned web pages greatly
improves classification efficiency by increasing accuracy and decreasing number o f
words in classification. Web cleaning approach proposed in thesis is also compared with
the hyperlink-based template detection method proposed in [BR02].

3.1 Block Extraction
As introduced in Section 2.1, there are several web page cleaning techniques that
partition the web pages first in their implementation.

Generally, three types o f page

segmentation methods can be seen in the literature: tag-based, hyperlink-based, and
vision-based.

A <TABLE> tag-based method is used in [LH02].

Their system,

InfoDiscoverer, first segments a page into content blocks based on <TABLE> tag, then,
the entropy o f blocks is calculated based on the entropy value o f features in each block.
However, this method is restricted to tabular (with <TABLE> tags) pages, and the system
is based on the assumption that it knows which blocks are the same in different pages.
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In [BR02], web pages are seen as templates, which is a collection o f pagelets.
Pagelets are defined as a region o f a web page that has its own topic or functionality.
Web pages are partitioned into several pagelets based on the number o f links an element
has. Then, the template detection is transformed to detect duplicate pagelets. Although
the hyperlink-based segmentation method is simple, its results are not always content
organized. This is because it only uses the numbers o f links as partition criterion, while
ignoring the layout styles that a web site typically has, which can be an important clue for
semantic partition. Furthermore, their technique assumes that only pagelets with same
single values are templates, keeping other pagelets as useful contents. However, in some
situations, pagelets with different single values are also templates.

For example,

navigation links “Home->Software->SnagIt”, and “Home->Software->Outlook” will get
different shingle values, and are kept when they should be regarded as templates, and
removed.
Another noisy eliminating technique is proposed by Yi et al [YLL03]. A Style
Tree structure is constructed for a collection o f web pages from one web site. According
to the numbers o f appearance o f each node in Style Tree, the importance o f each node is
calculated for deciding whether noisy or not.

Their experiments show that a great

improvement on accuracy is achieved for web clustering and web classification.
However, the Style Tree is complex to be built when the number o f web sites is large.
A vision-based page segmentation (VEPS) method is proposed in [CYWM03a]. It
represents a web page as a semantic content tree by combining the DOM tree and the
visual cues.

The partition results effectively keep related content together, and the

partition granularity is adjustable using different Pre-defined Degree o f Coherent (PDoC)
value. Their paper is only concerned with the web partitioning method and is not a web
page cleaning technique. Their technique can be used in many web applications such as
information retrieval, and information extraction.
In [SLWM04], a model for learning block importance is proposed.

It first

partitions the web pages into different segments with VIPS algorithms, then, extracts
spatial and content features for each block. Learning algorithms are used to train the
model to assign important values to each segment in web pages. However, their method
tries to detect important regions in a single web page, it is different from this thesis
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problem, which tries to remove noise blocks from a collection o f web pages.
Furthermore, they do not take block contents similarity into consideration.
This thesis introduces WebPageCleaner, which employs the VIPS algorithm to
implement web page segmentation. We observe that when PDoC value is set to a value
greater than 5, the contents in each block start getting clearly aggregated. Small PDoC
value results in big block, which is too coarse to use. Large PDoC value results in finer
granularity, but it also greatly increases the number o f records for duplicate detection. In
the experiments, we set the PDoC value to

6

to see the cleaning effects on performance

and accuracy.
After getting the semantic content tree using VIPS, we extract each block in the
leaf nodes, and extract several features including ids, contents, positions, and percentage
o f linkages. A set o f features for every block is stored in database relationship as follows:
Blocks(PageID, BlockID, BlockText, Fingerprint, PosLevel, LinkPer,
SimilarLevel, ImLevel)
, in which PagelD denotes the page being processed.

BlockID represents the blocks

extracted from the page. BlockText contains all contents in a block. We do some further
job to process the contents.
contents less than

10

Blocks with

words are removed since small blocks do not contribute to the main

contents o f the page.
lowercase.

First, extract the content from the block.

Then, remove the punctuations and transform all letters into

By doing this, the contents consist o f a sequence o f words, which are

separated by white space. For example, after removing punctuations and ignoring case,
the text “Watch an exclusive clip from tonight’s ‘Apprentice’” will be transferred to
“watch an exclusive clip from tonights apprentice”. Furthermore, the title o f web page is
extracted as a special BlockText, with BlockID 0 for each o f page because we observe
that page title in some web sites provide important information on categories.
Fingerprint can be seen as a hash value o f the BlockText attribute, which map
string value in BlockText into a number. For implementation in this thesis, we produce a
64-bit (m=64) hash value for the content o f the block based on Rabin’s fingerprints,
which has been introduced in Section 2.2.4. A brief example is that the fingerprint o f
string “as” is the number 24947 (0x6173). This is obtained by shift left ‘a’ (0x61)

8

bits,

and xor with ‘b’ (0x73). If the string is long enough to get a number out the range, the
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modular is obtained by mod operation with a prime number. We expect to get better
performance when sorting and grouping based on fingerprints for identifying duplicate
blocks.
For PosLevel, we first extract four features from the content tree, they are
PageRectWidth, PageRectHeight, ObjectRectLeft, and ObjectRectTop. PageRectWidth
and PageRectHeight denote the width and the height o f the web page respectively. Given
that the top left comer o f the web page is the grid origin, ObjectRectLeft denotes the
distance from block’s left edge to page’s left edge, ObjectRectTop is the distance
between block’s top edge and page’s top edge. Based on these features, we first calculate
block’s horizontal (Px) and vertical (Py) position to the whole page, which is defined
M

= Object Re ctLefi ^ md
PageRectWidth

= Objec t R ectTop

^

p> ^

^

are values

PageRectHeight

between 0 and 1. Since the noise blocks are more likely to be set at the edge o f a web
page, the closer Px or Py is to either 0 or 1, the closer the block is to the edge o f the page,
then the more likely it is a noise block. To represent the position importance using a
single parameter instead o f two, we introduce PosLevel, which is defined as
PosLevel = 1

PosLevel, + PosLeveL,
—

(0 < PosLevel < 1)

(1)

, where PosLevelx is a value between 0 and 1, which indicates the horizontal position o f a
block on the web page, and PosLevely indicates the vertical position o f a block on the
web page. The lower the value o f PosLevel, the closer the block is to the edge o f web
page. PosLevelx is formulated as:
r 2PX
PosLevelx = J
L 2(1-PX)

if 0 < Px< 0.5
(2)
if 0.5 < Px < 1

; PosLevely is defined in a similar way by substituting Py for Px. Substituting formula (2)
into (1), we can get formular (3) as below, in which the value o f PosLevel is calculated
directly from Px and Py.

PosLevel =

^ 1 - Px - Py

if 0< Px < 0.5 and 0 < Py < 0.5

Py - Px

if 0< Px < 0.5 and 0.5 < Py < 1

Px —Py

if0 .5 < P x ^ 1 a n d 0 < P y <0.5

Px + Py -1

if 0.5< Px < 1 and 0.5 < Py < 1

(3)
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In this way, we get a single position measurement PosLevel, which the closer it is
to 1 , the less important a block is.
LinkPer denotes the percentage o f link texts in a block.

To get the value o f

LinkPer, we extract two features, LinkTextLen (length o f hyperlinked texts) and TextLen
(length o f all texts) from the content tree. LinkPer is formulated as
_. , „
LinkTextLen
LinkPer = ----------------TextLen
For example, suppose the italic words denote text with hyperlink. Then, in the text “click
here for full terms”, TextLen is equal to 25, LinkTextLen is 10, so its LinkPer value is
0.4. Since a noise block usually has large percentage o f link texts, if the LinkPer is close
to 1 , there are many links in this block, then it is more like a noise block.
SimilarLevel denotes how similar two block contents are. It will be assigned values
in the second module, the initial value is set to 0. ImLevel denotes the overall importance
o f a block. We assume each block is important at the very beginning, so the initial value
o f ImLevel is set to 1, and will be assigned new value in the second module o f the
WebPageCleaner system. The BlockExtraction algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2.
Algorithm BlockExtraction()
Input: n Web pages
Output: table Blocks
Begin___
for each page W; in n pages
content_tree = VIPS(Wj, PD oC )
ExtractFeatures(PageRectWidthj, PageRectHeight;)
for each block j in the leaf nodes
ExtractFeatures(BlockIDj, BlockTextj, ObjectRectLeftj, ObjectRectTopj,
TextLenj, LinkTextLenj)
Fingerprintj = GetFingerprints(BlockTextj)
Pxj = ObjectRectLeftj / PageRectWidth;
Py = ObjectRectTopj / PageRectHeight;
PosLevelj = GetPosLevel(Pxj, Py)
LinkPerj = LinkTextLenj / TextLenj
Write2DbBlocks(i, BlocklDj, BlockTextj, Fingerprintj, PosLevelj, LinkPerj,
0 , 1)
end for
end for
End
Figure 3.2: Algorithm for block extraction
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For example, suppose we have two web pages for processing. Figure 3.3 shows
the fragments o f these two pages grabbed from Future Shop web site, and the
corresponding DOM tree structure for the HP product is shown in Figure 3.4.

>> Home ) W &Video / 46"+ anJ^roiecfoon Televisions ) More 4ft11•+ and P rojection
Televisions

Keyword S earch
Entire Site

▼!

TOSHIBA
Toshiba 52HM 84 52" Digital W idescreen DLP TV
>> Home / Computers / Desktop Computers / More D esktop Computers

Keyword Search
Entire Site

■*!

HP Pavilion A810 Athlon 6 4 3 3 00+ 2 .4GHz Com puter

Figure 3.3: Two web page fragments and their segmentation results using VIPS.

html
head
Font size = 12pt
body Font weight = 400
H table I
Bgcolor=”red”
td — I table I—
VB1

td

table
VB2 1

I table [
VB2 2

td
td
td

td

HIEH3E
I tr |—|~td~

“Keyword
text |— Search”
text f—— “Entire Site”
img I - — src=”submit.gif
H A
—1 A
H a
H A

h — “»Home”
b — “Computers”
b — “Desltop Computers”
b — “More Desltop
Computers”

img b — src=”HP.gif
text h

“HP Pavilion ...”

Figure 3.4: The DOM tree structure o f the HP product web page in Figure 3.3

Now we can apply VIPS algorithm on this DOM tree. Suppose PDoC is set to 6 ,
when <table> tag is met, since <table> node is the root node o f the sub-DOM tree,
according to rule 3 (details o f the rules can be seen in section 2.1.4), <table> node is
divided, and traced into its first <td> node. Since the background color o f <td> node is
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different from its child’s background color, according to rule 8 , the <td> node is divided
and its child node <table> gets a DoC value o f 8 , since it is greater than PDoC value 6 , it
is put into the pool as a block VB1. According to rule 11, the second <td> node is the
sibling o f the first <td> node, it is not be further divided in this round, but put into the
pool as block VB2. In the second round, we just need to process VB2, since VB1 has
satisfied PDoC value. For VB2, <td> node will be divided according to rule 3, and the
tree branch along the first <table> tag will be divided until <td> node is met, according to
rule 4, all o f the child nodes o f the <td> node are text nodes, and their font size and font
weight are the same, so the DoC value o f <td> can be set to 10. The <td> node and all its
children are put into the pool as block V B 2 1 . Similarly, the second <table> node will
be put into the pool as block VB2 2. Therefore, we have got three blocks. The separator
between the first block and the other two blocks will get a higher weight than the
separator between the second and the third block because o f the different background
color. Therefore, the second and the third blocks will be merged to form a hierarchical
content structure, which is shown in Figure 3.5.

Web Page

VB1

VB2

VB2 1

VB2 2

Figure 3.5: The content structure o f the HP product web page in Figure 3.3

For experiments in this thesis, we use the PDoC value equal to 6 . This is based
on the observation that contents in a block are getting clearly integrated when PDoC is
set to 6 . It makes the block not too big and not too small, which suits the purpose o f web
page cleaning.
We will extract all leaf nodes in the content tree, which are blocks VB1, V B 2 1 ,
and VB2 2. Suppose the two pages are represented as Pi and P2 , respectively. After
segmenting pages using VIPS algorithm, for page Pi, we can get page features from the
content tree, where PageRectWidth = 780, PageRectHeight = 2001. For block VB1 in Pi,
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we have ObjectRectLeft = 6, ObjectRectTop = 96, TextLen = 27, LinkTextLen = 15, ID
= “1”, and BlockText = “Entire Site Advanced Search”.

So Px = ObjectRectLeft /

PageRectWidth = 6 / 780 * 0.008, Py = 96 / 2001 * 0.048, PosLevel = 1 - Px - Py = 1 0.008 - 0.048 = 0.944.

LinkPer = 15 / 27 » 0.556.

The BlockText is then being

processed, such as transforming to lower case and removing punctuations. This step is
called stemming. The BlockText after stemming will be “entire site advance search”.
Fingerprints is then calculated for this text, assume the value is 12178. Similarly, get all
o f these features for every block. We can get a Blocks table shown in Table 3.1-1.

Page

BlockID

Finger

BlockText

ID
1
1

LinkPer

PosLevel

-2-1-

ImLevel

Level

print
1

Similar

entire site advance search

12178

0.944

0.556

0

1

home tv video 40 and

34098

0.724

0.903

0

1

18902

0.706

0

0

1

projection

television

more 40 and projection
television
1

2-2

toshiba

52hm84

52

digital widescreen dip tv
2

1

entire site advance search

12178

0.93

0.556

0

1

2

2-1

home computer desktop

23412

0.71

0.859

0

1

27681

0.696

0

0

1

computer more desktop
computer
2

2-2

hp pavilion a810 athlon
64 3300 2.4ghz computer

Table 3.1-1: Blocks table after doing the block extraction
From the above table, we can see that besides the distinguishable blocks for
product title (i.e., block

2 -2

in page

1

and 2 ), other blocks are noise blocks o f the web

pages, such as the navigation bars in block

2-1

o f pages

1

and 2 , and the search bar in

block 1 o f pages 1 and 2. These noise blocks share same or similar contents most o f the
time, have relatively large LinkPer and PosLevel value. We do not say that how large is
large enough to be a noise block, but the LinkPer and PosLevel values o f noise blocks are
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greater than those o f informative blocks usually.

Thus, we are able to get the most

important blocks among all blocks in a web page. We will show how to get content
similarity (SimilarLevel) in next section. According to the content similarity, position
and linkages percent, we are able to get the importance degree for each block.

3.2 Block Importance Retrieval
The data sets got from the block extraction step are quite noisy.

Three

phenomena for the data exist: exactly same, approximately same, and different.
Examples o f exactly same contents include the heading o f the web site, copyright notice,
etc. They are noise blocks that should be removed first. The challenge is on how to
recognize blocks with approximately same contents. Once we can figure this out, the rest
o f the blocks with different contents are the distinguishable parts o f a page that will be
viewed as outputs in our problem.
The most common example with approximately same contents is the navigation
bar. For example, in a commercial web site, we can always see the navigation bar for
directing users to different products.

Typically, the navigation bar for two different

products m aybe like A=“Home | Computers | Desktop Computers | Cicero SP4185”, and
B=“Home | Computers | Desktop Computers | eMachines T3624”. In this case, their
similarity depends on the resemblance value to be calculated. Based on the definition o f
resemblance (see Section 2.2.4), r(A, B) = 4/8 = 0.5.
To differentiate distinct blocks from others, we implement two steps: removing
exact same blocks and retrieving block importance for the rest o f non-exact same blocks.
The first step can be done simply with an SQL statement. The basic idea for the second
step is to get the content similarity level (SimilarLevel) for each pair content o f blocks
first. Then, the block importance level (ImLevel) will be calculated according to the
values o f PosLevel, LinkPer, and SimilarLevel. Blocks with ImLevel greater than a pre
defined threshold are regarded as important blocks. Our solution is implemented over
standard database systems. Therefore, we can make full use o f the database engine to
remove blocks with exact same contents, as well as borrow ideas from duplicate detection
for data warehousing. Details for the two steps are shown below.
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(1)

Removing exact same blocks.

In this step, the blocks with exactly same

fingerprints (contents) will be removed. We will simply use an SQL statement to remove
exactly content matched records, which is depicted in Figure 3.6.
Algorithm RemoveSameBlocks(TB)
Input: table Blocks
Output: table BlockEx
Begin
DELETE FROM Blocks WHERE Fingerprint IN (
SELECT Fingerprint FROM Blocks
GROUP BY Fingerprint
WHERE COUNT(*) > 1);
End

Figure 3.6: Algorithm for removing blocks with same contents

This will remove any record that has at least one duplicate content with it. For
instance, the processing results for the Table 3.1-1 are shown in Table 3.1-2. Blocks 1 in
page
Page

1

and 2 are deleted because they have exact same contents.
BlockID

BlockText

Finger

ID
1

PosLevel

LinkPer

home tv video 40 and
projection

ImLevel

Level

print
2-1

Similar

34098

0.724

0.903

0

1

18902

0.706

0

0

1

23412

0.71

0.859

0

1

27681

0.696

0

0

1

television

more 40 and projection
television
1

2-2

toshiba

52hm84

52

digital widescreen dip tv
2

2-1

home computer desktop
computer more desktop
computer

2

2-2

hp pavilion a810 athlon
64 3300 2.4ghz computer

Table 3.1-2: Table Blocks after removing records with the same contents
(2)

Retrieving block importance. In the above step, we have removed exact same

blocks. For the rest o f blocks in table Blocks, we will learn their importance from three
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measures: content similarity between each other (SimilarLevel), block positions in a web
page (PosLevel), and percentage o f links (LinkPer). This is based on the consideration
that 1 ) the more similar block contents, the less important the block; 2 ) the closer a block
is to the edge, the less important the block; 3) the higher the percentage o f links, the less
important the block.

At first, all blocks get the importance level 1, the new block

importance level is calculated after getting all values o f the three measures.

As

introduced in the first module, two measures which are PosLevel and LinkPer have been
obtained. Therefore, the task in this module is to get value o f the block’s SimilarLevel so
that ImLevel can be calculated finally.
To get the block similarity level, we need to compare contents o f each pair o f
blocks. The similarity is measured by SimilarLevel, which is defined as the number o f
common tokens over the number o f all tokens in two blocks. Tokens for each block are
distinct here; same tokens in one block will be merged first. For example, the contents
for blocks 2-1 o f page 1 and 2 in Table 3.1-2 are Ci = “home tv video 40 and projection
television more 40 and projection television” and C2 = “home computer desktop
computer more desktop computer” respectively.

To calculate the similarity between

these two blocks, we first remove duplicate words in each block, so the contents are
transformed as Ci = “home tv video 40 and projection television more” and C2 = “home
computer, desktop more”.

Thus, SimilarLevel(Ci, C2 ) = 2/10 = 0.2.

And the

SimilarLevel value for blocks 2-2 o f page 1 and 2 is 0, since they do not have any
common words.
Theoretically, we need to compare every pair o f contents to get their similarity;
however, this is not necessary and is infeasible in practice. Since the size o f the data sets
involved may be large, we need to restrict the comparison times between pairs o f records.
We make the data sets sort ascending according to the BlockText field to bring similar
contents closely. Then, apply a sliding window technique throughout the data sets with
the window size 2.

That is, compare two neighboring blocks to get their value o f

SimilarLevel and slide down the window to get one new record in the window each time,
the first record slides out o f the window. SimilarLevel is a value ranging from 0 to 1, the
closer it is to 1 , the less important a block is.
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The SimilarLevel value is set for both records being compared. When sliding
down the window, a new SimilarLevel value is obtained for newly compared blocks.
Since the aim is to record the most similar pair o f tuples among neighboring tuples, if the
new SimilarLevel is greater than the old SimilarLevel, then update the SimilarLevel
value with the new one; otherwise, keep the old one. For example, suppose the first two
records get SimilarLevel value as o f 0.7. When comparing the second and the third
records, assume their SimilarLevel is 0.8, which means that the second record is more
similar to the third record than the first record. So, SimilarLevel o f the second record is
updated to 0.8 from original value o f 0.7.
Now, we can calculate block importance level, since we have got all three values
o f PosLevel, LinkPer, and SimilarLevel for each block. We define a formula to get the
importance level (ImLevel) as follows:
Im Level = 1 - (—SimilarLevel + —LinkPer + —PosLevel)
2
3
6

(0 < ImLevel < 1)

In this formula, we take the SimilarLevel as the most important measurement,
then, LinkPer and PosLevel. The reason is that the content is the most distinct feature
that differentiates one block from the other. The percentage o f links and block positions
can be used as auxiliary measurements for deciding the block importance. The closer
ImLevel is to 1, the more important a block is.

The algorithm for retrieving block

importance is described in Figure 3.7.
Algorithm BlocklmportanceRetrieval(TB)
Input: table Blocks Tb
Output: updated Blocks with SimilarLevel and ImLevel being set
Begin
SortBlockT ext(Tb )
for each record Ri in table Blocks
newSimilarLevel = GetSimilarity(Ri.BlockText, R,+i.BlockText)
if(newSimilarLevel > SimilarLevelj)
SimilarLeveli = newSimilarLevel
ImLeveli= I - ( —SimilarLevel,. + —LinkPer, + —PosLevel,)
2
'3
' 6
end for
End
Figure 3.7: Algorithm for getting similar level o f contents
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For example, the table in Table 3.1-2 will get the results shown in Table 3.1-3.
First, sort records according to BlockText. The first two BlockText is compared and gets
the SimilarLevel 0.2 for both o f them. Next, the 2nd and the 3rd record are compared, and
get the SimilarLevel 0.

Because the new SimilarLevel (0) is less than the SimilarLevel

o f the second record, we will keep the SimilarLevel (0.2) for the 2nd record. And the next
comparation goes to the 3rd and the 4th record; they still got SimilarLevel 0. Suppose we
record the three importance measurements as sequence “SimilarLevel-LinkPer-PosLevel”,
blocks 2-1 in page 1 and 2 in Table 3.1-3 have the importance factors “0.2-0.903-0.724”
and “0.2-0.859-0.71”, respectively. So the importance level for block 2-1 in page 1 is
computed as:
ImLevel = 1 - (0.2 / 2 + 0.093 / 3 + 0.724 / 6) - 0.478
Similarly, the ImLevel value for block 2-1 in page 2 is 0.481. Let us see other
two blocks 2-2 in page 1 and 2, which have the importance factors “0-0-0.706” and “0-00.696”, respectively. The ImLevel values for them are 0.882, and 0.884. ImLevel is used
as the final measurement o f whether a block is noisy or not. Blocks with the highest
ImLevel values in each page are seen as important blocks, such as blocks 2-1 in page 1
and 2. Details for determining important blocks are given in Section 3.3.

Page

BlockID

BlockText

Finger

ID
2

PosLevel

LinkPer

home computer desktop

ImLevel

Level

print
2-1

Similar

23412

0.71

0.859

0.2

0.481

34098

0.724

0.903

0.2

0.478

27681

0.696

0

0

0.884

18902

0.706

0

0

0.882

computer more desktop
computer
1

2-1

home tv video 40 and
projection

television

more 40 and projection
television
2

2-2

hp pavilion a810 athlon
64 3300 2.4ghz computer

1

2-2

toshiba

52hm84

52

digital widescreen dip tv

Table 3.1-3: Result table after retrieving block importance
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3.3 Cleaned Files Generation
The basic idea o f this module is that we want to output blocks with the N highest
ImLevel value for each page. This module contains two steps. First, decide the number
o f blocks (N) in each web page for output.

Second, export final cleaned files for

classification. We select one or two pages from a web site, and run VIPS algorithm on
them to observe how many blocks represent the main content o f the whole web page. For
example, when Best Buy web site is being cleaned, we set PDoC value to 6, and observe
that there are usually two blocks which contain the main content o f the page. Therefore,
the contents in these two blocks are output o f this web page, i.e., N = 2. The N value is
set for each web site using the same way.
After getting the N value, we sort the database according to ImLevel for each
page, the first two records in each page, which have the highest ImLevel values, will be
exported. Algorithm for this step is shown below.

Algorithm CleanFilesGen(N, T b)
Input: number o f important blocks, table Blocks
Output: a collection o f files with noise contents removed
Begin
SELECT PagelD, BlockText FROM Blocks
ORDER BY PagelD ASC, ImLevel DESC
pageid = 1;
for each record i in query result R
if (pageid != Rj.PagelD)
count = 0;
end if
if (pageid == Rj.PagelD && count < N);
count = count+1;
WriteContent2File(BlockText;, Filepageid)
end if
pageid = Ri.PagelD;
end for
End
Figure 3.8: Algorithm for generating cleaned files
At the end o f this module, each input web page will be associated with an output
file in which noise blocks have been removed. Besides removing noise blocks, the file is
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quite ready to use for web content mining, since it has features o f ignoring capitalization,
punctuations, and morphology.
For the example in Table 3.1-3, if N is set to 1, then, only blocks 2-2 in page 1
and 2 are exported as clean contents. That is, we will get two files with contents “toshiba
52hm84 52 digital widescreen dip tv” and “hp pavilion a810 athlon 64 3300 2.4ghz
computer”, respectively. Web content mining will then be applied on these files.
Figure 3.9 shows a web page from Best Buy web site. This page is partitioned
using PDoC value equals to 6, and we set N to 2. As the cleaning result, the two blocks
with red rectangle will be exported. We can see that our algorithm can successfully get
the most important blocks in a web page.
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3.4 The Overall Algorithm
All the steps o f our web page cleaning algorithm are shown in Figure 3.10. Given
a number o f web pages in one web site, we segment each page to extract its content
blocks. All contents and other features in a block will be stored in a Blocks table. By
calculating the similarity level between close blocks after sorting on contents, and
combining other factors, including position level and link percentage, we can get the final
importance level o f each block.

Blocks with the highest importance level will be

exported as cleaned blocks, and used for web content mining.

Retrieve n web pages from a given web site randomly
Algorithm WebPageCleaning(W)
Input: a set W containing n web pages
Output: a collection o f files with noise contents removed
Begin
Tb = BlockExtraction(W)
// Tb - Blocks table
RemoveSameBlocks(TB)
BlockImportanceRetrieval(T b)
CleanFilesGen(N, Tb)

Figure 3.10: The overall algorithm for web page cleaning
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Chapter 4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
This chapter evaluates the proposed WebPageCleaner system.

Experiments

contain two parts: web page cleaning and classification on cleaning results. Since the
goal o f removing noisy blocks from web pages is to improve web content mining, such as
classification and clustering, in this thesis, we use Naive Bayes text classification method
[MN98] to test WebPageCleaner system. For experiments on web page cleaning, the
execution speed between template detection method [BR02] (TPL) and WebPageCleaner
(WPC) is compared. For experiments on classification, Naive Bayes text classification is
performed on web pages with HTML tags removed and without cleaning (NC), web
pages cleaned by template detection method [BR02] (TPL), and web pages cleaned by
WebPageCleaner (WPC), respectively.

The classification accuracy and speed is

compared for these three methods.

4.1 Implementation Environments
Experiments consist o f two parts: web page cleaning and classification.

Web

page cleaning is performed on a PC with 2.39 GHz AMD CPU, 1.00 GB o f RAM,
running on Windows XP Professional Operating System. Programs are coded in C++
language, and are implemented with Visual C++.NET development tool. The datasets
are stored as tables in MS Access database.
We use the rainbow toolkit [McC98], which contains program designed for Naive
Bayes text classification, to classify documents. This program is run on UNIX systems.

4.2 Performance Measure
The performance is measured from two aspects, which are the speed o f web page
cleaning process, and the performance o f classification on datasets before and after
cleaning. -For web page cleaning process, we record the running time in second between
template detection algorithm (TPL) and WebPageCleaner (WPC) when we run the
algorithm on each o f the web site.
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For classification, accuracy and efficiency are measured. Accuracy is measured
by the percentage o f the number o f correctly labeled documents divided by the total
number o f testing documents.
total number o f correct classifications innn/
Accuracy = ------------------------------------------------ x 100%
total number o f classifications
Standard Error (SE) is used to measure the variance that occurs between the
sample means when a number o f different samples are drawn from the same population
to build the classifier for several trials. It is defined as the square root o f the sum o f
variance <92 divided by the sample size n, which is shown below.

The smaller the

standard error is, the more stable the classification is done for each trial.

n
Efficiency is measured by the number o f unique words in Naive Bayes classifier
model and the running time o f classification.

The common process o f Naive Bayes

classifier is to first read the documents, get unique words in documents (which removes
the most and less frequent words), then, based on unique words, the classifier builds a
document-word model containing statistics information, such as the number o f word
occurrences in a document with a specific label.

Since word is the basic unit for

achieving a model and making classification, using documents that have less number o f
words can get better efficiency for classification.

4.3 Experiments on Web Page Cleaning
We download 2500 web pages from 4 commercial product web sites, including
Future Shop3, Best Buy4, CNet5, and Amazon6. These web pages contain products from
5 categories, including computer, MP3, phone, software, and TV. Detailed distributions
o f pages are shown in Table 4.1-1.

3 http://www.futureshop.ca
4 http://www.bestbuy.com
5 http://www.cnet.com
6 http://www.amazon.com
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Total in site

#

Site Name

Computer MP3

Phone

Software TV

SI

Future Shop

173

62

140

243

134

752

S2

Best Buy

134

87

157

111

96

585

S3

CNet

161

107

197

74

299

838

S4

Amazon

70

98

47

18

92

325

Table 4.1-1: Distribution o f web pages in their web site and categories
These 2500 documents (in .htm format) are inputs to WebPageCleaner. They are
organized by web sites.

We run WebPageCleaner system (WPC) on each web site

separately, that is, on 752 pages in Future Shop, 585 pages in Best Buy, 838 pages in
CNet, and 325 pages in Amazon. The cleaned outputs for each web site are combined
together as a big dataset (contains 2500 txt files), and are fed into Naive Bayes
classification algorithm.

The process is shown in Figure 4.1.

Template detection

algorithm (TPL) is also performed on each individual web site, and has the same process
as shown in Figure 4.1.

html documents

WPC

o

Future Shop
WPC
Best Buy
WPC

O

CNet

Text
documents
after cleaning

Naive Bayes
Classification

r>
U

classified
documents

WPC
Amazon

Figure 4.1: The whole process o f experiments
As described in Chapter 3, WebPageCleaner has three modules in cleaning web
pages: blocks extraction, block importance retrieval, and cleaned files generation. Table
4.1-2 and Figure 4.2 show the execution time o f the whole process when cleaning
different web sites in template detection method (TPL) and WebPageCleaner (WPC).
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For WebPageCleaner, we set PDoC value to 6 to apply VIPS algorithm. N value is set to
3, which outputs three blocks in each web page in cleaned files generation module.
Template detection method [BR02] first partitions pages into several pagelets
(blocks) according to the number o f hyperlinks (k) an HTML element has.
calculates shingle value (text fingerprint) for each pagelet.

It then

Pagelets with the same

shingles are detected as templates (noisy blocks), and are deleted.

The remaining

pagelets are collected as cleaned files o f these web pages. In this experiment, we set k to
3, which is the same as the authors used in [BR02]. It means that all children o f HTML
element in partitioned pagelets contain no more than 3 links (see Section 2.1.3 for details).

Execution Time (Second)
Web Sites

Number o f Pages
WPC

TPL
Best Buy

585

107

61

CNet

838

230

150

Future Shop

752

143

92

Amazon

325

100

54

Table 4.1-2: Execution time for web page cleaning in table

Execution time comparison for web page cleaning
250

_ 200 ■ M B
?

■ H H i

§ iso M
®
#>,

m—

B

n B

■ TPL

mmmb

B

■ WPC

® 100 -B M M W i
e

j=

o J bS ^ ^ B
Best Buy

Future Shop

Amazon

Figure 4.2: Execution time for web page cleaning in chart
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For both template detection method and WebPageCleaner, most o f the execution
time is spent on web page partitioning (blocks extraction module for WebPageCleaner).
By comparing the execution time, we can see that the template detection method (TPL)
always takes more time than WebPageCleaner (WPC) does. This is due to the different
page partition methods they use. Compared to vision-based partition method (in WPC),
which just traces down the DOM tree, and stops whenever all blocks meet the predefined
granularity, hyperlink-based method (in TPL) traverses each node in DOM tree to obtain
the number o f links for each child o f this node.
In block importance retrieval module, WebPageCleaner need to remove duplicate
blocks, then retrieve block importance degree; while template detection algorithm only
need to remove duplicate blocks. Thus, WebPageCleaner usually takes one more seconds
than template detection method in this step, which is spent in calculating block
importance. In this experiment, block importance retrieval module takes 2 seconds for
Best Buy, 5 seconds for CNet, 4 seconds for Future Shop, and 3 seconds from Amazon.
The last module, cleaned files generation, always takes less than one second for
both template detection method and WebPageCleaner.

4.4 Experiments on Web Page Classification
To run Naive Bayes algorithm on the dataset, all experimental documents are
divided into training data and testing data. Documents in training set have their class
labels known, and are used for training classifiers. Testing documents are used to test the
accuracy o f trained classifiers.

To investigate the way that noisy contents affect

classification results, we set two cases for experiments based on whether training data are
selected equably from each class o f each web site.
Case 1: training data are selected automatically and evenly. Evenly means that
training data contains web pages from each 5 categories, and documents in each category
come for each 4 web sites. Since our datasets are collected from a small number o f web
sites, when training data are selected evenly from each site and each class, noisy elements
are easy to be removed by Naive Bayes classifier.

Also, we could get reasonable

classification accuracy using a very small number o f training data (less than 20%)
because o f the equably distribution property in this experimental case. Six sub cases are
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set which use 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500 documents automatically selected for training,
and use the remaining documents for testing, respectively.

For each sub case, each

category has the same number o f documents for training. For example, in sub case 1-1,
five documents are selected from each five class to obtain 25 documents for training.
Each o f the case is tested 10 times using different training documents automatically
selected from the dataset. The average percentage accuracy and standard error are shown
in Table 4.1-3. Figure 4.3 gives chart representation o f the average percentage accuracy
for 10 times execution on each o f the sub case.
Case

1-1

Train

25

Test

2475

(5 per class)

1-2

50

2450

(10 per class)

1-3

75

2425

(15 per class)

1-4

100

2400

(20 per class)

1-5

250

2250

(50 per class)

1-6

500
(100 per class)

2000

Methods

Average

Standard

Accuracy (%)

Error

NC

79.41

2.13

TPL

88.63

1.41

WPC

91.10

0.69

NC

90.52

1.01

TPL

92.42

0.96

WPC

95.44

0.40

NC

95.44

0.42

TPL

94.19

0.70

WPC

97.05

0.22

NC

94.89

0.43

TPL

94.45

0.33

WPC

97.11

0.20

NC

97.40

0.37

TPL

97.33

0.21

WPC

98.64

0.12

NC

97.97

0.27

TPL

98.09

0.09

WPC

99.00

0.06

Table 4.1-3: Average accuracy and standard error on 10 trails for each sub case
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Classification Accuracy Comparison

25

50

75

100

250

500

Number of Training Documents

Figure 4.3 Average accuracy on 10 trials for each sub case

We compare the classification efficiency by applying Naive Bayes method on
different datasets, which are web pages without cleaning (NC), web pages cleaned by
template detection method (TPL), and web pages cleaned by WebPageCleaner (WPC).
The number o f unique words in Naive Bayes model and the average running time for 10
times classification on each dataset are compared, which is shown in Table 4.1-4. Naive
Bayes classifier generates the model for the whole dataset, which includes both training
and testing documents. The number o f unique words is counted for classification on each
dataset.
Methods

Number o f Unique Words

Average Running Time

in Model

(Second)

NC

58994

10.06

TPL

53417

4.56

WPC

32434

3.35

Table 4.1-4 Classification efficiency comparison for case 1
Case 2: four-fold cross validation. We divide the dataset with 2500 documents
into four folders, which are 625 documents in each folder. To investigate the effect o f
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eliminating noisy element on classification performance, we test on category from one
site by training that category from other sites. This is implemented by making each
folder contains documents from all five categories, but some categories contain
documents all from one web site. Therefore, the class distribution in the training set is
uneven. Some classes have more samples than others. Detailed data distribution on each
folder is shown in Table 4.1-5. For simplicity, we use BB to denote Best Buy, and FS to
denote Future Shop below. The cell with “sitename all” means that all class documents
belong tor that site is contained.

Besides the cells with “sitename all” flag, other

documents are distributed evenly to obtain 625 documents on each folder.
Folder

1

2

3

4

72

134

99

233

Amazon_all

BB_all

99

95

98

62

B B a ll

Am azonall

FS_all

157

137

107

140

B B a ll

A m azonall

200

60

137

Am azonall

BB_all, F S a ll

199

184

Class
Computer

MP3

Phone

Software

TV

97
....................... —

Total

BB_all
625

CNet_all
49

141

F S a ll
625

625

625

Table 4.1-5: Data distribution on each fold for 4-fold cross validation case
To balance the effect by unevenly selected training sets, a four-fold cross
validation is implemented on this experimental case. Four sub cases are set by using
three folders for training, and one folder for testing each time. So, sub case 2-1 test on
folder 1, and using folders 2, 3, and 4 for training, and sub case 2-2 test on folder 2 using
folder 1,3, and 4 for training, and so on. We can see that a large size o f training set (75%)
is used in this experiment. The aim is to see that when important information (i.e., class
information on a certain site) are missing from training set, the noisy items will harm
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classification accuracy seriously even using a large amount o f data for training. The
classification accuracy and efficiency on each case o f four-fold cross validation are
shown in Table 4.1-6.

Case

Methods

Accuracy

Number o f

Time (Second)

Unique words

2-1

2-2

2-3

2-4

NC

81.28

49974

8

TPL

93.43

45753

4.94

WPC

97.92

29540

4.23

NC

89.44

52138

6.69

TPL

98.88

49537

3.24

WPC

99.04

24289

2.23

NC

81.28

46005

6.48

TPL

94.39

37939

2.98

WPC

97.44

29502

2.29

NC

66.72

55362

6.62

TPL

98.24

49550

3.2

WPC

98.08

30040

2.36

Table 4.1-6: Classification performance on each case o f 4-fold cross validation

Table 4.1-7 gives the average classification accuracy and standard error on 4-fold
cross validation. The chart representation for accuracy and efficiency can be seen in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
Average Accuracy

Standard Error

NC

79.68

4.07

TPL

96.23

1.18

WPC

98.12

0.29

Table 4.1-7: Average accuracy and standard error on 4-fold cross validation
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Classification accuracy on 4-fold cross validation

■ TPL
□ WPC

Figure 4.4: Classification accuracy on 4-fold cross validation

Classification efficiency on 4-fold cross validation
60000
50000
40000
1 30000

2 20000

□ WPC

10000

Figure 4.5: Classification efficiency on 4-fold cross validation
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4.5 Analysis of Classification Results
We set two cases for classification experiments.

The first case use a small

amount o f documents (less than 20%) for training, and the training data is automatically
and evenly selected from each five class on each four web sites in our dataset. In this
case, Naive Bayes learns well from training set, including information on both web site
and category. So even without web page cleaning, it can get reasonable classification
results.

However, classification on web pages cleaned by WebPageCleaner still

performs better than web pages without cleaning and cleaned by template detection
method. From Table 4.1-3 and Figure 4.3, we can see that accuracy is better with the
training set gets larger for each method. In each o f the case, WebPageCleaner gets the
best accuracy with the smallest standard error using the less running time. The small
standard error shows that classification result is stable on each o f sub cases.
The second case use large amount documents (75%) for training, but the training
data is selected unevenly from classes o f web sites. Training data still involves a mixture
dataset from all categories, but may not contain category documents from a certain web
site. In this case, Naive Bayes classifier is confused by noisy elements in multiple web
sites because they are totally different.
enough for testing.

This makes the training model not accurate

Affected by noisy contents, classification on web pages without

cleaning always gets lower accuracy. When noisy elements are removed from web pages,
Naive Bayes classifier collects useful information on categories, while does not affected
by noises, so classification results are much better.

A four-fold cross validation is

implemented to reduce the effect by unevenly selected training sets. Table 4.1-6 shows
that WebPageCleaner obviously improves the accuracy compared to classification on
web page without cleaning.

It also performs better than template detection method.

From Table 4.1-7, we can see that WebPageCleaner still gets the best classification
accuracy and the less standard error on this case.
Although template detection method gets good accuracy, its cleaning results are
still not as good as that o f WebPageCleaner. On one hand, its cleaned files contain more
noisy items, which decrease both classification accuracy and efficiency. On the other
hand, its execution time for cleaning is much longer than WebPageCleaner.
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For both o f cases, compared to NC and TPL implementations, WebPageCleaner
reduces many quantities o f unique words for building training model, and gets better
accuracy in the mean time.
As conclusion, the advantages o f WebPageCleaner are that it decreases the
number o f words to be processed by text classification. Despite decreasing the volume o f
words to be processed, the accuracy o f classification is still better than that o f other
methods. Thus, both accuracy and efficiency o f text classification are improved by the
WebPageCleaner system designed in this thesis.
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Chapter 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis discusses the problem o f eliminating noise blocks in web pages
belonging to one web site first before aggregating all cleaned web pages for such data
mining task as web page classification. Related literatures include techniques for web
page segmentation, data cleaning in data warehousing, duplicate document detection, and
document classification.
A new scheme, called WebPageCleaner, is proposed in the thesis.

It aims at

improving the accuracy and efficiency o f web page classification by eliminating noisy
parts o f web pages, such as navigation bars, advertisement blocks, etc. WebPageCleaner
consists o f three modules: block extraction, block importance retrieval, and cleaned files
generation. Block extraction module aims at getting the semantic content blocks from
web pages. The thesis employs the Vision-based Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm
[CYWMQ3a] as the partition method.

VIPS outperforms other page partitioning

techniques in generating content coherent blocks with adjustable granularity, as well as
efficient partitioning process.

Features o f blocks, including block position, linkage

percentage o f contents, are extracted in this module. In the block importance retrieval
module, thesis uses the fingerprints as the hash value o f block contents. This provides
fast calculations based on databases, such as searching and grouping records.

After

sorting the datasets according to block contents which brings similar blocks together, the
level o f similarity is obtained by computing resemblance o f contents between each pair o f
neighboring blocks. Using similar level o f block contents as the most important factor,
and linkage percentage and block position as auxiliary measurements, the importance
level for each block is calculated. Finally, a set o f cleaned files consisting o f blocks with
the highest N importance level in each page, are generated. These files are noise blocks
removed, as well as capitalization, and punctuation ignored. They can be directly fed as
inputs to web content mining. Thus, the scheme proposed here can also be viewed as a
preprocessing step for web content mining.
WebPageCleaner contributes an enhancement to the template detection method
[BR02] in that it employs a different web page partitioning method, which is more
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efficient and uses both contents o f blocks as well as other block features for measuring
block importance.

Blocks with near-duplicate contents are also detected as possible

noisy blocks. These enhancements enable more noisy blocks to be eliminated so as to
keep only the most informative contents in results.
The thesis implements full experiments to stress the harm o f noisy blocks to web
page classification.

Thesis work is evaluated using Naive Bayes text classification

method. Classifications are implemented on web page documents without cleaning (with
html tags removed), web page documents cleaned by template detection algorithm, and
web page’documents cleaned by WebPageCleaner. Comparative experiments show that
WebPageCleaner outperforms other techniques in providing more accurate classification
results using the fewer amounts o f words in documents.
There are a number o f work to be addressed in the future:
(1) Exploring a scheme that utilizes the Blocks table as a template datasets for different
web sites is an interesting future work.

Thus will allow incoming web pages to be

mapped to their templates in order to clean new pages online. This template datasets need
to involve web pages from a large amount o f web sites, and each web site keeps only a
few typical web pages as its templates. Thus, the technique can be used to organize
search results in real time.
(2) Applying the proposed technique to improve the results in other Information Retrieval
areas, such as clustering and search engine.
(3) Making the technique applicable in portable devices, such as cell phones and PDA is
another future work since these devices have small browsers and only the most
informative contents appropriate are displayed.
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